
Gros� llex SHED FLOOR TILE 
2-IN-1 SOLUTION, TILE AND FLOORING



Gros� llex SHED TILE
2-in-1 solution, tile and fl oor panel

These Gros� llex tiles can be used to replace both a concrete slab and 
� ooring when installing your Gros� llex shed.

   Less hassle to install and cheaper than a concrete slab

   Flexible solution: they can easily be disassembled 

    3 different kits depending on the size of your Gros� llex shed: 
corresponding number of tiles and � xings.

    40x40 cm interlocking tiles featuring a reliable and safe fi tting 
system

    Resin tiles boasting a textured slate decor, in keeping with 
your shed and its environment.

    Resistant to shock and UV, the tiles are designed to 
withstand the weight of the shed and its contents.

    Installation recommendations: prepare a hole corresponding to 
the surface of the shed, then, set a layer of sand, a layer of geotextile 
fabric, and another layer of sand before laying the tiles. If you use 
Gros� llex anchoring kit (ref 22954031) for your shed you must � rst 
create 4 concrete corner blocks.
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GARANTIE
GUARANTEE

ANS/YEARS
5 *The � oor tiles are guaranteed against manufacturing defects and non-conformity 

(size, weight, colour, or due to incompatibility between the panels).

MADE IN
FRANCE

Kit of 42 tiles
compatible with 4,9 m2

Grosfillex sheds 
(Deco, Utility)

Kit of 63 tiles
compatible with 7,5 m2

Grosfillex sheds 
(Deco, Utility, Basic Home)

Kit of 90 tiles
compatible with 11 m2

Grosfillex sheds 
(Deco, Utility, Basic Home)

Item code EAN
Qty 
tiles

PCB Volume
Item net 
weight 

Dimensions 
of palette 

4.9 m2 shed tile kit  23105002 3100038163917 42 1 0.50 m3 75 Kg 1212x812x510 cm

7.5 m2 shed tile kit  23107002 3100038163924 63 1 0.62 m3 112 Kg 1212x812x635 cm

11 m2 shed tile kit  23111002 3100038163931 90 1 0.80 m3 160 Kg 1212x812x815 cm

*


